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D I S C U S S I O N O N " T H E P R A C T I C A B I L I T Y O F L A R G E G E N E R A T O R S 
W O U N D F O R 2 2 , 0 0 0 V O L T S , " A T N E W Y O R K , M A R C H 2 2 , 1 9 0 7 . 

{Subject to final revision for the Transactions.} 

B. A. Behrend: I stated that hydraulic turbines for large 
capacity, of 7 5 0 0 kw. or above in individual units, are not 
likely to be of great importance at the present. The extensions 
at Niagara Falls m a y contain such large individual units; I 
hardly think that for the Victoria Falls of the Zambesi, units of 
7 5 0 0 kw. will be installed. Our chairman, Mr. Mershon, will 
probably bear me out when I say that the units for Victoria 
Falls will be about five thousand kilowatts. In all these cases 
the line potential will be high, and, therefore, the generators 
will not have t o be wound for very high potentials. I believe, 
therefore, that m y statement, that water-wheels need not 
seriously be considered as prime movers for large generators 
wound for high potential, is correct. 

Let us take for example the system of the Interborough Rapid 
Transit Company of New York , in which generators wound for 
1 1 , 0 0 0 volts are used; if the capacity of this system were larger 
and the area of distribution greater, 2 2 , 0 0 0 vol ts would have 
been seriously considered as the potential of the generators, 
rather than install units of 6 6 0 0 volts or 1 1 , 0 0 0 volts transforming 
from this voltage t o 2 2 , 0 0 0 volts . It must be distinctly under
s tood that the potential of the generators is altogether dependent 
upon the conditions of the system of distribution. 

I agree with Mr. Lincoln that reliability is more important 
than cost. T o be able to keep a plant going is, in m y opinion, 
the most important thing from the standpoint of the manufactur
ing and operating engineers. I want t o call attention t o the 
fact that repairs on high-speed generators are more difficult to 
make than on low-speed generators, as the coils are larger and 
more difficult to handle. This relates especially to turbo
generators and it forms, therefore, another weighty consideration 
against the use of high voltage in turbo-generators. Small 
hydraulically operated power plants in which 6 0 0 or 8 0 0 kilo
watts are generated, will be simpler if n o oil-filled transformers 
have to be used. As these plants are sometimes. located in the 
mountains, this m a y be an advantage in certain cases. These 
generators are usually easy t o repair, whereas repairs on oil-
filled transformers take considerable t ime. Few power plants, 
therefore, care to depend upon repairs of transformers, but prefer 
to use a spare transformer. The 1 5 0 - k w . generator which has been 
referred to in this paper was wound in t w o days, including the 
making of all connections. In Fig. 1 of this paper there are 
shown t w o efficiency curves, the one marked " A 77 referring to 
a 1 5 0 - k w . , 2 2 0 0 - v o l t , 600 - r ev . per min., 6 0 - c y c l e , three-phase 
generator, and the other marked " B 77 referring to a 1 5 0 - k w . , 
2 2 , 0 0 0 - v o l t , 600 - r ev . per min. 60 - cyc l e , three-phase generator. 
I have also plotted a curve which represents the difference in 
losses between " A V and " B 77. This loss corresponds to the 
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loss in transformers used in connection with the 2200-volt 
generator, therefore, the efficiency of the high-voltage generator 
would be approximately equal to the efficiency of the low-
voltage generator with the transformers. As far as I can see, 
the efficiencies are nearly the same in both cases. In Fig. 2 
there will be found the regulation curves of the 22,000-volt 
generator, showing a regulation of 4 per cent, at a power-factor 
of 100 per cent. The temperature rise of the armature coils 
at 3.5 amperes is 16 or 17 degrees b y resistance, and only 10 
degrees by thermometer. I want to call particular attention to 
the difference in temperatures between the outside of the coil and 
the inside, so that, the temperature rise on the inside being, for 
instance, 60 degrees, the temperature on the outside might be 
only 30 degrees. 

C. E. Skinner: The feasibility of using generators of 20,000 
to 25,000 volts has been of very great interest to me for a number 
of years. In m y opinion there are three main factors which 
must be considered in any discussion involving the use of these 
higher voltages directly on the generator: 1. cost of installation; 
2, reliability of service; 3, performance of plant. 

Cost of installation. I do not agree with Mr. Behrend that 
the question of cost can be left out of the discussion. I put the 
question of cost of first importance. Generators of 20,000 volts 
and above would hardly be considered at all for use in trans
mitting directly without the use of transformers unless there were 
some gain in cost. The decreased cost of such an installation 
of generators where 20,000 to 25,000 volts are used results from 
the omission of transformers, and some switchboard apparatus, 
and the requirement of less space for installation. Generators 
for a given output will be larger for the higher voltages, more 
lightning protection will be needed, and, according to Mr. 
Behrend's figures, a larger amount of money will be tied up in 
spare parts, particularly with relatively small plants. It is 
difficult, if not impossible, to make a general statement as to the 
relative cost of the two systems, as much depends on the size 
of units, the amount of power to be delivered, and the general 
requirements for handling the system. Without having made 
actual calculations, I believe that there are many cases where 
the cost of installation would be equal, if not greater, with high-
voltage generators than with low-voltage generators and trans
formers where sufficient margin is allowed in spaces to insure the 
same reliability of service. 

Assuming a plant of 10,000 kw. total, with generating units 
of 10,000 kw., the capacity of machinery installed would have 
to be double the output on account of requiring spare parts. If 
units of 5000 kw. are used, 5 0 % must be added to the equip
ment. If the same plant is equipped with low-voltage generators 
and step-up transformers, it is m y opinion that no spare 
generator would be required. If but one unit is used with three 
transformers in delta, it will be impossible, in case one trans-
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former breaks down, to operate without additional trans
formers—using two transformers in V. If the transformers are 
star-connected, one-third additional capaci ty in transformers 
would be required if a spare transformer is carried. Many plants 
operate year in and year out without spare transformers, and 
with much higher voltages than it is possible at the present time 
to use directly on the generators. 

The constructional difficulties of high-voltage machines are 
much greater than with low-voltage machines and transformers. 
In a unit of any given size the number of conductors increases 
approximately in proport ion to the voltage, and the cross-section 
of the conductor decreases inversely as the voltage. Armature 
coils are therefore mechanically much weaker, and, where the 
coil-throw is long—as in low-frequency machines, particularly 
low-frequency turbo-generators—the question of coil supports 
becomes more difficult as the voltage is increased. 

Static and lightning troubles increase as the voltage increases; 
consequently, even for the same number of volts per turn, the 
insulation between turns must be greater with the higher 
voltages. The outer insulation increases approximately in 
proportion to the voltage. As a result the copper space in a 
given size of slot rapidly decreases and will eventually disappear. 
Very large slots are therefore necessary, and, to further the 
e c o n o m y of insulation, the coils must be reduced to the lowest 
possible number. 

Reliability of service. High-voltage machines are necessarily 
more subject to break down from all causes than are low-voltage 
generators; they are also harder to protect from lightning dis
charges of the same voltage. Repairs for the average machine 
are more difficult to make than for the average transformer of 
the same voltage. This feature has, no doubt , influenced Mr. 
Behrend in making the statement that it is necessary to carry 
complete spare parts for high-voltage generators. 

The question of lightning protection is of great importance in 
any transmission system, and I believe the concensus of opinion 
among experienced engineers is that a generating station consist
ing of low-voltage generators with step-up transformers will be 
far easier to protect than a similar station using high-voltage 
generators, assuming the generator voltage to be between 20,000 
and 30,000 volts. I have recently visited t w o stations using 
generating voltages between 20,000 and 30,000. The first has 
been in operation for some time, delivering power to the Valtellina 
Railway near Lecco , Italy. The generators are 20,000-volt, 
3-phase, 15-cycle, direct connected to water wheels. That the 
lightning problem is a serious one at this station is proved b y 
the fact that even though a large variety of lightning-arresters 
is installed, on several occasions the burning out of a generator 
has resulted from lightning discharges. A t the time of m y 
visit, additional types of lightning-arresters were in the station 
ready for installation in the hope that they would give relief from 
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this difficulty. The second station referred to was not in opera
tion; this is the Subiaco-Rome transmission, the generators 
being water-driven and the generating voltage 28,000. The 
whole installation including generators, switchboard, etc. , is 
beautifully simple, but it remains to be seen whether this sim
plicity will exist after one or two seasons of operation. 

Performance of plant. As before stated, high-voltage genera
tors necessarily require open slots, the slots must be larger than 
those for low-voltage generators; and for e c o n o m y of insulation 
the minimum number of coils must be used. This results in 
relatively high iron-losses and relatively poor regulation. A t 
the present t ime there seems to be very little demand for 20,000-
to 25,000-yolt apparatus, except as additions t o plants built 
some years ago. 

Mr. Behrend says that steam turbines of 10,000 to 15,000 kw. 
and even 25,000 kw. will soon be developed and put into success
ful operation. There are already in operation a number of units 
which, while not rated at 10,000 kw. are, virtually of this capa
city, and there are under construction steam-turbine units of 
10,000 kw., with an overload guarantee. From 11,000- to 
13,200-volt generators are in successful operation in this count ry ; 
and one plant, the Los Angeles Edison Company, has been 
operating 7500-kw., 16,500-volt generators for some time. 

I agree with Mr. Behrend that generators wound for voltages 
of from '20,000 to 25,000 are entirely feasible and that as soon as 
there is any real demand for such machines they can be success
fully made. As before stated, it is chiefly a matter of cost, and 
it is also a question whether or not they are worth while. It is 
well known that a well-distributed winding gives better results 
both as to the performance of the generator itself and of other 
apparatus on the circuit, especially synchronous apparatus. 
The high-voltage generator plant is therefore at some disadvant
age as compared with the low-voltage generator, step-up trans
former plant in this regard. If large amounts of power are to 
be transmitted some distance, there will be used voltages 
higher than it is possible to use on generators at the present t ime. 
If for transmitting relatively small amounts of power within 
distances which can be reached b y 20,000-volt transmission, 
the individual case must be considered. The cheapest outfit 
that will give equal reliability of service will, without doubt , 
be selected in every case. The use of such transmission plants 
would be limited t o districts where large amounts of power are 
to be transmitted comparat ively short distances; for instance, 
for railway service in large cities such as the present system in
stalled in New Y o r k City, this being at the present t ime 11,000 
volts. Increasing this voltage of 11,000 to 25,000, involves 
the subject of cables, etc., and requires very careful working 
out in order to determine whether or not there would be real 
economy in the increased voltage. For transmitting smaller 
amounts of power to greater distances, it is m y opinion that 
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the most popular method for some time to come will be the low-
voltage generator with step-up transformers. 

In regard to possible size of steam turbines, I think that units 
of 25,000 kw. are even n o w within reach. The steamships 
Lusitania and Moritania, n o w building on the river Clyde, will 
have steam turbines as their mot ive power, the turbine units to 
be something like 30,000 h.p. If such machines can be built 
for steamship service, they are, of course, available for the 
driving of electric generators, and generators of this capaci ty 
will without doubt be developed commercial ly as soon as there 
is a real need for them. 

W . S. Murray: In matters of this kind cost must ever enter 
as an important factor. Though it m a y be possible, b y a c o m 
bination of the generators and transformers, to equip a generat
ing plant for the same money as that required to pay for genera
tors without transformers, yet it seems to me that such a c o m 
bination should not be considered until necessity makes its 
development imperative. Also, there is no doubt but that in 
creating high voltages in a generating apparatus, the active 
conductors of which are limited t o a few coils, there is also created 
very poor regulation. High-voltage apparatus will therefore 
drive the designer from well-distributed windings to coil-wound 
armatures. 

I wish to support Mr. Skinner's statement in regard to the 
protection of the station b y means of transformers. If there are 
great transmission distances, naturally the voltage has to be 
increased, and under these conditions there is no better lightning 
protection than well-designed step-up transformers. 

Though Mr. Behrend contends that the repairs on transformers 
are rather difficult to make, still it should not be forgotten that 
the cost of equipping a step-up station with spare transformers 
is much less than that of equipping a station with spare genera
tors. 

My conception of a well-designed high-voltage power house— 
b y high voltage I mean 20,000 volts or more—is that of a fort, 
the ramparts of which are the transformers; they take most of 
the hard blows. It is not necessary to compare the damage b y 
lightning in a plant having transformers between the generator 
and the line with a plant that is not equipped in this way. 

In v iew of the fact that the generator-transformer combinat ion 
affords better lightning protection, I admit that I shall remain 
heartily in favor of step-up apparatus until a real case is made 
out for high-voltage machines. 

A. H . Armstrong: The design of any type of apparatus must 
be governed b y commercial demands. Generating and trans
mitting systems m a y be divided into two broad classes; those 
centering in and about large cities and operating at from 6,000 
to 11,000 volts, and those having an unlimited area of dis
tribution calling for potentials of 33,000 volts, 44,000 volts, or 
higher. 
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Mr. Behrend would have us believe that the choice of trans
mission potentials is dictated by the limitations of generator 
design and that the installation of 5,000 and 10,000 units offers 
the opportunity for higher generator potentials, and hence 
permits the adopt ion of higher distributing potentials in and 
about cities. I cannot take this view of the matter, as the 
potential of ci ty distributing systems is limited b y other con
siderations than those of machine design. T o substantiate this 
statement I would point out that the generators with highest 
voltages are not the large units used in ci ty generating stations 
but the smaller units used in interurban railway and general 
power distribution systems. The manufacturers are perfectly 
willing and able to build generators for higher potentials than 
11,000 volts, but the fact that low potentials are still adhered 
to in city distributing systems bears out m y statement that the 
potential of such a system is dictated b y questions of reliability 
of cable distribution and the general needs of the distributing 
system rather than b y any inability or unwillingness of manu
facturers to construct machines for 15,000 or 20,000 volts. 

While generators m a y be wound for 15,000 to 20,000 volts , 
these potentials fall far short of the requirements of a general 
distributing system outside of large cities. The history of such 
distributing systems indicates a tendency towards large genera
ting stations feeding over considerable areas at the highest practi
cable potential; and the potentials required are so much in excess 
of what can be accomplished in generator design that it would 
seem, considering the transmission problem broadly, that the 
low-potential generator used in connection with step-up trans
formers must continue to be considered the best engineering. 

Furthermore, bo th railway and general transmission systems 
are constantly expanding over increased areas, and the history 
of such systems has been to call for a much higher potential than 
that adopted in the original installation. The flexibility pro
vided by low-voltage generators and step-up transformers takes 
care of the needs of the expanding system, while it is very proba
ble that a high-voltage generator wound fcr the original trans
mission potential would ultimately be used in connection with 
step-up transformers. 

W . L. Waters : The best answer to an inquiry as to the 
practicability of large alternators wound for 20,000 volts is that 
such alternators have already been built and are in operation. 
I would modify somewhat the history of high-voltage alternators 
from that given b y Mr. Behrend. The first high-voltage alter
nators were the 10,000-volt, 1000-kw. Deptford alternators 
built b y Ferranti in 1889. Then in 1897 came the 15,000-volt, 
1800-kw. Paderno alternators built b y Brown Boveri , and then 
in 1900 came the 20,000-volt, 1050-kw. alternators built b y 
Schuckert for the Valtellina line. 

The practicability of building high-voltage alternators de
pends entirely on the nature of the workmanship put into them. 
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The design of such alternators is similar to that of 6600-volt 
alternators; the only point for the designer to take care of is to 
make the work on the armature winding as easy as possible 
for the shop. After this is done, it is altogether a question of 
careful and skilful work in the armature-winding department. 
The larger the output of the alternator the easier it is to make 
a satisfactory high-voltage armature coil, as the conductors per 
slot are fewer and they are of larger section and consequently 
more rigid. It is only with alternators of small ampere capacity 
that serious difficulties arise. 

Mr. Behrend mentions a 150-kw. 22,000-volt alternator which 
has been in operation for sometime. Mr. Behrend is not par
ticularly specific as to the conditions of load under which this 
machine has been operated. As far as can be seen from the 
paper, this machine was operated under a steady synchronous 
motor load. This is not nearly so severe a test as that where 
an alternator is continually subjected to sudden variations in 
load, heating and cooling, being taken off and thrown on the 
line, and possibly short-circuits. It is quite possible that Mr. 
Behrend would have a different experience with that alternator 
if it were operated in some small power station on a high-
voltage line. 

Breakdowns of the insulation to ground or between phases 
rarely happens. On high-voltage alternators, breakdowns vir
tually always start as short-circuits between the individual 
turns of a coiL In regard to their liability to such short-circuits 
between conductors in the same coil, it is m y experience that there 
is very little difference between 6000-volt alternators and those 
of higher voltage. These short-circuits are apparently caused 
partly b y sudden surges on the line, and partly b y the gradual 
deterioration of the insulation due to the vibration of the in
dividual conductors in the coil. This gives as a first requisite 
of a high-voltage alternator, that it must have the insulation 
on each conductor as good and as permanent and as strong me
chanically as possible, and that the conductors must be held 
perfectly rigid both in the slot and outside. This practically 
means the abandonment of the scheme of threading the con
ductors through a closed insulating tube. Though this con
struction has been standard in Europe for high-voltage work, 
and has been used to a certain extent in this country, I think 
we shall find that it will gradually be abandoned in favor of the 
form-wound and subsequently insulated coil for all high-
voltage work. It is almost impossible to make a perfect high-
voltage coil out of small wires., such as would be used on a 150-kw. 
22,000-volt machine, as such a coil could not very well be made 
sufficiently rigid to last any length of t ime. For this reason I 
think that about 30 amperes is the m a x i m u m current capaci ty 
for which high-voltage alternators can be constructed; with very 
careful shop work, 30-ampere alternators can be constructed 
up to 30,000 volts. With steam-turbine alternators there are 
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liable to be extra difficulties on account of crowded space avail
able for the end-connections, but this crowded space is chiefly 
due to the demand for small floor space for these alternators, 
and extra space will probably have to be allowed for 25,000-volt 
machines. If this were done, there would be no more diffi
culty with a steam-turbine alternator than with any other 
alternator of like capacity. 

The demand for such high-voltage alternators would practi
cally be limited to systems operating with 20,000-volt lines. 
If such a system were of comparat ively small capacity and 
operating on overhead lines, 20,000-volt generators would hardly 
be desirable, as the supervision would probably not be of the best 
and the danger of operating directly on a overhead line would 
be too great on account of possible lightning troubles, so that 
probably in this case the usual system of a low-voltage generator 
with transformers.would be used. For large ci ty power system 
work, there would be undoubtedly a certain demand for such 
generators, especially as 20,000-volt cables are n o w in use. In 
such a case, a 20-000,volt generator would be somewhat simpler 
than a low-voltage generator and transformers, and probably 
somewhat cheaper. If a demand for such 20,000-volt alternators 
does arise, I think that they can undoubtedly be manufactured 
to operate as reliably as 6000- and 12,000-volt machines. 

H. G. Stott: Mr. Behrend's able and suggestive paper upon 
the characteristics of high-tension generators raises the point 
for discussion of whether we need them or not . I believe that 
the ultimate solution of this matter lies, not in the generator, but 
in the question of how far we dare go in voltage in underground 
cables. 

With high-tension transmission, oil-cooled transformers are 
now invariably installed in all cases where the voltage is above 
20,000, as the advantages to be gained b y the oil acting as insu
lation are n o w fully recognized b y all. 

The transformer as a piece of lightning protective apparatus 
is a most important consideration, as very few cases are on record 
of generators being injured b y lightning when transformers were 
interposed between them and the line. If a transformer were 
destroyed b y lightning, it could be cut out in a few minutes, 
whereas if a generator were struck, the repairs to it would 
cover several days. 

Professor Ryan ' s classical paper, read before the Institute two 
years ago*, showed that owing to the concentration of electro
static stress on a conductor , there was a limiting diameter of 
copper for each voltage, be low which it is not safe to g o ; so that 
unless very large quantities of power are to be transmitted, 
nothing is gained b y increasing the generator voltage. 

The limit of generator voltage would thus seem to be 
determined b y considerations entirely outside of the machine 
itself. 

* " The Conductivity of the Atmosphere at High Voltages," by Harris 
J.Ryan. TRANSACTIONS A. I. E. E., 1 9 0 4 . Vol. X X I I I , p. 1 0 1 . 
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Percy H. Thomas: The practicability of 22,000-volt genera
tors must evidently depend largely upon their capaci ty and 
also upon the speed and other features of the design which will 
be determined b y the conditions of the plant. What can readily 
be done in generators of the size and type of those in the Inter-
borough Rapid Transit Company 's 59th street power house, is 
hardly practicable in a small generator requiring fine wire wind-

Although the high-tension generator eliminates transformers 
and some switches, and perhaps switchboards, it has the dis
advantage in parallel operation that all high-tension lines must 
be electrically connected; whereas with low-vol tage generators 
and step-up transformers, paralleling may be done on the low-
tension bus-bars, thus electrically disconnecting the high-
tension circuits from one another where found convenient. 

The importance of this point must not be overlooked. Further 
experience with large high-tension systems will probably demon
strate that a material increase in reliability of operation will be 
obtained b y maintaining electrically separate the naturally 
separate divisions of the transmission system. For example, 
where power is transmitted over different routes to the same 
sub-station, or to an entirely different sub-station, no limitation 
of capacity will result b y paralleling on the low-tension, if as is 
usual the capaci ty of a single line is equal to that of one or more 
groups of transformers. B y this arrangement, the direct effect 
of lightning discharges, grounds, and short-circuits occurring in 
one of the separate lines is practically nothing on the others; 
with the present frequent paralleling of the whole system on 
the high-tension, however, each high-tension disturbance of a 
severe character equally endangers virtually all of the transmission 
system. 

A good example of the seriousness of this condit ion is the 
accident and shutdown described b y Dr. Steinmetz before the 
Asheville Convention, in 1,905. In this case a large electrical 
railway plant operating all its high-tension apparatus from a 
c o m m o n bus-bar was shut down for a considerable length of 
time b y several simultaneous failures of cables and other appa
ratus, presumably all resulting from a single break. This 
system had high-tension generators; had it been supplied with 
low-potential machines and step-up transformers and had each 
sub-station been operating independently on its high-tension 
lines, or had it been otherwise possible to obtain this electrical 
independence, it is very likely that this breakdown would have 
involved only the sub-station in which the original break occurred, 
leaving the road perfectly able t a operate its entire system. I 
do not mean to express the opinion that under all condit ions 
this is sufficient reason for foregoing all the advantages of high-
tension multiple operation or high-tension generators, but 
simply to say that I believe this condit ion must be taken into 
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account and that actual experience with high-tension plants 
is such that it should receive considerable weight. 

The matter of insulation must receive the most careful atten
tion in high-voltage generators, not only insulation between 
windings and core and between overlapping coils of different 
potential, but between turns of windings especially near the 
leads. The concentration of potential on the outer turns of a 
transformer connected to a line subject to " static " is well 
known. This same condition must, of course, exist in a high-
tension generator connected to such a line, and in most cases 
substantial protection or sufficient insulation between turns is 
much more difficult to obtain. For instance, the peculiar 
shapes of the armature coils found necessary for mechanical 
reasons, renders it difficult to get the high insulaticn strength 
between adjacent wires or layers. In view of the inductance of 
these coils and the capacity of the windings of the core, there will 
always be a strong tendency for static disturbances to pass be
tween turns in such coils. The chances that such static puncture 
will result in a short circuit supported b y the generator electro
motive force are exceptionally good . It is often said that 
additional insulation m a y be used in the coils nearest the line 
to meet this danger; this method is generally impracticable, 
however, since the increase in strain upon these coils is not of a 
reasonable magnitude, say two or three times, but m a y be ten or 
twenty times the normal strain. The conditions rapidly become 
more severe as the voltage rises. Personally, I believe that 
usually on the higher voltage machines the only practicable 
solution is in protective apparatus. As a matter of actual 
experience, the short-circuit of coils of high-tension generators 
connected to lines, except in favorable conditions, such as are 
often found in very large 10,000 generators, is a serious handicap. 

On the other hand, it is usually found that the numerical 
constants, involving the number of turns and exposed surface 
of the coil, are such that a choke-coil will be much more effective 
in protecting a high-tension generatpr than it will in protecting a 
high-tension transformer. In many cases it is likely that a static 
interrupter will be found more economical in space and cost than 
an equally powerful choke-coil . 

It is an unfortunate fact, borne out b y examples in actual 
service, that the short-circuiting of an end-coil in a high-tension 
generator operating on a transmission line throws the original 
strain, possibly only slightly reduced in intensity, directly upon 
the second coil, which will then often break down, and the 
third coil will in turn be subjected to similar conditions, etc. 
I have in mind one case where such a discharge passed across 
coils all the way from one generator lead to another, the marks 
being traceable in nearly all the coils. In many cases there 
were pittings of the wires showing the following of current sus
tained b y the generator. 

I wish to urge strongly the importance of protecting against 
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the unusual susceptibility of a high-tension generator t o short-
circuits between turns of the end-coils, when subjected to 
static strains. A single breakdown in a generator disables the 
whole machine, whereas one of a group of three transformers 
in delta may be spared without serious inconvenience. 

Philip Torchio : Not long ago I happened t o deal with a large 
water-power proposition in which the conditions seemed to 
warrant the use of 22,000-volt generators, as the total length 
of the transmission line was about 15 miles, with a total capaci ty 
of 30,000 to 40,000 kilowatts. Manufacturers were asked t o 
make a preliminary study for machines of 2250 kw. 25,000 volts, 
3-phase, 60-cycle, 112.5 rev. per min. Under these specific 
conditions it was found that the costs and efficiencies of genera
tors of different voltages would be approximately as fol lows: 

Voltage of Relative Relative 
alternator cost efficiency 

From the above it would appear that as far as cost and 
efficiency are concerned, there would be hardly any difference 
between the low-voltage generator with step-up transformer 
and the 25,000-volt generator. On the other hand, if step-up 
transformers are used, great savings can be made in the copper 
and transmission line b y raising the voltage higher, say, to 
44,000 volts, which can now be made as entirely safe to operate 
as the lower voltage, and probably, in connection with oil trans
formers, safer than with 25,000-volt generators. 

The selection of generator voltages is usually determined b y 
the conditions of distribution. Lighting companies have usually 
been conservative and seldom exceeded 6600-9000 volts . Elec
tric railroads, on the other hand, have adopted 11,000-13,000 
volts, but in most instances the extra insulation on cables has 
almost entirely offset the reduction in their copper cross-section. 
I think, however, that with proper grading of insulation on 
cables, one can n o w get greater e c o n o m y from higher voltages 
then have been heretofore realized. 

Aside from these considerations, if we are unhampered b y 
any restriction, the problem of selection of voltage simmers 
down to the question of cost of cable wiring and switch-gears 
at the station, as with large generating units the problem b 2 -
comes rather troublesome if great amounts of current are to be 
handled in the station. One will readily appreciate these 
difficulties if he considers that a 20,000-kw. generator with 50 
per cent, overload would require switches of about 8,000 am
peres 7 capaci ty at 2,200 volts. If, however, 12,000 volts are 
used, 1500-ampere switches can be substituted with the over
all dimensions practically unchanged. If the voltage should be 

2,300 
15,000 
25,000 

100% 
130% 
1 5 5 % 

9 6 % 
95.26 
94.20 
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doubled the current would be halved, but the difficulties and 
costs would be greatly increased in getting the proper insulation 
on cables and the proper spacing of the high-tension switch 
elements. 

Offhand, I would say that in large central stations these con
siderations would prohibit the use of high-voltage generators. 
The above applies t o large units. 

In the case of smaller units I should think the condit ions would 
not materially change the above conclusions. 

In connection with high-voltage generators, it m a y be interest
ing to mention the fact that Italy was among the first to use 
high-voltage generators with their water power transmission 
plants. The Paderno installation was designed between 1895 and 
1896, using 2,200-h.p. Brown Boveri units wound for 15,000 
volts. Later the Valtelina three-phase railway installed three 
1,500-kw., 22,000-volt, 3-phase, 15-cycle, 150-rev. per min. Ganz 
generators, wound for star connection and tunnel winding. 
This and other plants have been operated for many years, and 
I believe that were it not for the difficulties of installation in
herent to the type of slot, the service would have been considered 
satisfactory. Wi th this type of winding the greatest draw
back is the length of time that is required to replace a burned out 
coil. The explanation for the favor of high-voltage generators 
in Italy lies, in m y opinion, in the fact of the relatively short 
length of transmission lines and the multiplicity of distributing 
lines, making desirable the use of a moderately high voltage, 
which happened to be very close to the commercial dividing 
line between direct-wound generators and generators with step-
up transformers. 

F. V. Henshaw: In connection with high-voltage, air-cooled 
transformers, will Mr. Torchio say if he has any information of 
any case of deterioration of the insulation due to ozone, or 
chemical action resulting from brush discharge. 

Philip Torchio : Wi th a certain type of coil, insulated in a 
certain manner, from experience with moderately high 
voltages covering a great number of units operated for m a n y 
years without breakdowns of any kind except due to mechanical 
injury, I would take m y chances with 20,000-volt coils; I 
would not bother about the ozone. With some other insulation, 
I would not take chances with 2200 volts . 

C. F. Scott: I have just made some general calculations to 
determine the field of application for generators of 150 kw., 
wound for 25,000 volts. The distance of transmission will or
dinarily exceed 25 miles, as a less distance would not necessitate 
so high a voltage. If No. 6 wire be assumed as the smallest con
venient practical line wire, we will find that the cost of the 
transmission line will approximate, say, $25,000. It is desirable, 
therefore, that such a line transmit considerably more than 150 kw. 
in order, that the cost of the line per kilowatt will be small. 
Moreover, such a line will transmit 150 kw. with a loss of only 
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about one per cent. Such a line, therefore, has a capacity for 
transmitting 1,000 kw, or 1,500 kw., and, if this amount of power 
is to be generated and transmitted, it will usually be advan
tageous to use a few large machines instead of many small ones. 
In other words, 150 kw. is t oo small a unit for the generation of 
power at 25,000 volts. The application of generators of this kind, 
as has already been pointed out, would be quite special. 

Paul M. Lincoln: What capacity would the generator have 
if wound for 2200 volts instead of for 22,000 volts, with a regula
tion of from say, eight to ten per cent? 

I agree with Mr. Stott that the oil used in transformers is of 
great advantage, and enhances the desirability of the transformer 
combination over the high-voltage generator. Oil has the 
property of automatically healing insulation ruptures, and for 
that reason I believe that such a combinat ion would be much 
freer from lightning troubles than would a high-voltage gener
ator. Another thing that operates against the high-voltage 
generator, particularly one of good regulation, such as the 
one mentioned in the paper, is the liability of the winding to bend 
on sudden short-circuits. The reasons for this are t w o : first, 
on account of the turns being m a n y and the wire therefore 
necessarily thin and weak; secondly, the g o o d regulation causes 
a much larger rush of current on such a short-circuit, thereby 
making the bending forces the greater. 

B. A. Behrend: I think that m y commentators are laboring 
under the impression that I had chosen the title of this paper 
for the purpose of advocating broadly the use of 22,000-volt 
generators for all sorts of purposes. Let me say, therefore, 
that the subject of this paper was assigned to me b y the*chair
man of the high-tension Transmission Committee, who, knowing 
perhaps that I am something of a wolf in the fold and might 
start some discussion, suggested the title of this paper. 

Mr Skinner is well known for his good work on insulation, 
but I confess that I should have relished Mr. Skinner's remarks 
better if he had, for the time being, forgotten that we are not 
connected with the. same business interests. 

Turning, now, to the technical statements in Mr. Skinner's 
remarks I must say that I really concur with him in everything 
he has said except the mode in which it was put. Regarding the 
point already raised b y Mr. Mershon and brought up b y Mr. 
Skinner, concerning the relative cost of the apparatus in question, 
Mr. Torchio has cited an interesting case. Mr. Mershon requested 
me to give a comparison of prices and, therefore, I sent an in
quiry to our sales department with the following result. A 
200-kw., 2200-volt 3-phase, 600-rev. per min. generator with 
three 75-kw., 2200-volt to 22,000-volt. transformers would be sold 
for $3,849.00. A 200-kw., 22,000-volt, 3-phase, 600 rev. per 
min. generator would be sold for $3,837.00; the difference is 
only $12.00 between the t w o plants. The total shipping weight 
of the 22,000-volt generator is 31,000 lb. , whereas the shipping 
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weight of the combinat ion of generator and transformers is 
30,650 lb. Freight charges, therefore, would not seriously 
interfere with the sale of these machines in far-off districts. 

Mr. Skinner and other gentlemen have imputed to me the state
ment that the voltage of the generator should determine the 
line voltage; what I did say was that it was the external con
ditions, the amount of power to be distributed, the area of dis
tribution, and other conditions that determine the line voltage. 
If the line voltage thus determined happens to be such that the 
generators can readily be wound for it, the omission of the trans
formers may seriously be considered. 

Mr Skinner referred to the question of money tied up in spare 
parts. I can argue on this only academically but, as this paper 
has been written for the purpose of " raising the dust "—in the 
laying of which we are concerned in this discussion—I m a y as 
well raise some more dust. I stated that the carrying of spare 
parts and the repairing of the generators was a comparat ively 
inexpensive and simple matter. If a single coil breaks down, 
a repair can often be quickly made b y bridging over and cutting 
out the injured coil. In a small power plant the carrying of a few-
spare coils is no worse than the carrying of a spare transformer. 

I distinctly said, in reading m y paper, that 20,000 volts need 
not be used for distribution in a city of the size of New Y o r k ; 
the amount of power and the area of distribution are not great 
enough. The population of New Y o r k will have to be increased 
before 20,000 vol ts will be needed on our generators! 11,000 
volts is perfectly satisfactory for the area that has to be covered 
in this city. A t the present time, there are no cities large 
enough in this country to justify a higher potential. But 
twenty-five years hence the population of New Y o r k will be at 
least doubled, and then the problems which we are n o w dis
cussing in an academic way will have become actual problems, 
unless a widely different system should be discovered or in
vented. 

Mr. Murray agreed with Mr. Skinner so thoroughly that I 
need not reply in detail to his remarks. But I want to say one 
word or two about a statement that he made three t imes: he 
called the 22,000-volt machine, to which I have referred in m y 
paper, " a very very poor piece of regulating apparatus So, 
then, 4 per cent, regulation is *' very very poor ' ' ! Four per cent, 
regulation can not be got at all with transformers and low-
voltage alternators designed for 8 or 10 per cent, regulation! 

Mr. Armstrong said that " Mr. Behrend wants us to believe " 
that generators should be wound for 22,000 volts and that this 
voltage, therefore, should be used for distribution and as line 
potential. A n d then he proceeded to show that this state
ment, which I have never made, is absolutely wrong. I referred, 
while reading m y paper, to the power plant in which Mr. Mershon 
is interested at Victoria Falls of the Zambesi River. The 
distance from Victoria Falls to the South African mining district 
is about 600 or 700 miles. The transmission line will be operated 
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at a potential of 100,000 volts or more, and it goes over the heads 
of Kaffirs and lions, and one certainly would not select generators 
of 22,000 volts for this transmission line. I thought that I was 
speaking to experienced electrical engineers w h o were fully 
conversant with all these conditions, and I thought that Mr. 
Armstrong would hardly be misled to believe that the potential 
of the generators determined the line potential. But I also 
stated that the conditions external to the power plant deter
mined the choice of the voltage of the generators. A competent 
engineer must be able to see more than merely the generating 
plant; he must have a grasp of the conditions of the entire sys
tem, including the transmission line and the conditions of dis
tribution and utilization, as these determine the choice of the line 
voltage and the voltage of the generators. 

I heartily endorse Mr. Waters ' remarks. Good shop work 
must be put into high-voltage machines, and there is no use in 
denying the fact that it is difficult to obtain thoroughly reliable 
workmen to w h o m such work can be safely entrusted. Here 
lies one of the chief difficulties connected with the building of 
high-potential generators. Mr. Waters is right that g o o d work
manship on high voltage coils is of the utmost importance. 

Mr. Stott 's remarks contain statements which I should have 
included in m y paper. He emphasized the fact that the insula
tion of the cables at present forms one of the chief obstacles to 
an increase in the generator voltage in large power plants. I 
am completely in accord with Mr. Stott in regard to the great 
advantage obtained from oil used as an insulator. It has been 
proposed to use oil for insulating the stator of electric generators 
for high potential. This appears feasible but, at the present 
time, I should prefer to instruct our sales department to quote 
rather high prices on such oil-insulated generators. 

Some one has asked about the wave shape of the generator 
described in this paper. I have not yet had an opportunity to 
determine the wave shape b y means of an oscillograph, but I 
hope to do so later. The generator which was used for 22,000 
volts was a stock machine having the same number of slots as 
that used for potentials varying from 10,000 to 15,000 volts. 
There are many machines of this type and size in operation both 
as generators and as synchronous motors, operating on short 
and long lines, and there has never been the least trouble with 
these machines and certainly no trouble due to wave shape. 

It was stated that the manufacturer preferred to sell the 
generator and the transformers rather than the high-potential 
generator b y itself. This point was also raised b y our sales de
partment; they were afraid that they would be overrun with 
orders for 22,000-volt generators, but I assured them they would 
get none. 

Mr. Thomas made some most interesting remarks on the 
subject of lightning rrotection, as might be expected from this 
thoughtful source. I well remember how he called attention 
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several years ago, in his excellent paper before this Institute, 
to the fact that the strain increases between the end layers of a 
transformer coil, and, of course, it does likewise in the coils of 
alternators and synchronous motors . In the discussion of Mr. 
Thomas' paper,* I showed mathematically and graphically, b y 
the use of Fourier's analysis, this increase in strain—and I 
want to say, in this connection, that we are always careful in 
the insulating of our coils to look out for the stresses between 
layers—I believe that it is quite feasible to insulate individual 
conductors in the coils closest to the terminals in such a manner 
that a breakdown from this source is not likely to occur. Mr. 
Thomas also called attention to the use of choke-coils in connec
tion with lightning protection. Mr. Thomas knows a great deal 
more about lightning protection than I do , yet I wish to state 
that in Switzerland and northern Italy, where plants located in 
the mountains aie subjected to considerable danger from light
ning, insulation of the frame of the generator is resorted to as 
a means of lightning protection. Generators and motors are 
mounted on porcelain insulators and, while this m a y not appear 
a very mechanical construction, it has p roved an excellent pro
tection against lightning. 

Mr. Torchio has stated a case of 2,200-kw. generators wound 
for 22,000 volts, on the one hand, and wound for 22,000 volts 
with transformers on the other, and he has remarked that the 
prices which have been quoted him b y different manufacturers 
for these different types of plant were almost exact ly the same. 
This bears out the statement made b y me in this discussion, that 
there is but little difference in the relative cost of high-voltage 
generators, and of low-voltage generators and transformers. 
Mr. Torchio has also called attention to the difficulties at present 
connected with the use of high-potential cables. I am in 
thorough accord with what he has said on this subject. 

Mr. Scott has asked me where such machines would be used. 
I have said in this discussion that there are a number of small 
plants of 300 or 500 kw., in which 22,000 volts would be a satis
factory line potential and, in this case, b y winding the generators 
for 22,000 volts, a considerable simplification of the power house 
may be obtained. There is also little force to the argument that 
the manufacturers will refuse to build 22,000-volt machines, as 
they are special. W e actually t ook a standard 12,000-volt 
machine, and wound it for 22,000 volts. 

I am in accord with Mr. Scott in regard to his statement that 
some engineers recommend the same system under all sorts of 
conditions. There is no panacea for all the troubles that are 
encountered in our work, and I am glad to find Mr. Scott among 
those who advocate the taking of a broad view, though I feat 
that Mr. Scott and all the rest of us will be in our graves when 

* Static Strains in High-Tension Circuits, and the Protection of Ap
paratus," by Percy H. Thomas. TRANSACTIONS A. I. E - 1 9 0 2 -
Vol. X I X , pp. 213-276. 
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engineers are still persisting in advocating a specific system for 
all conditions. 

W. S. Murray: Does Mr. Behrend really mean that on the 
high-voltage machine, notwithstanding the fact that the dis
tributed winding must be dispensed with, that the regulation 
will be as g o o d ? If conductors are bunched will there not be a 
much larger percentage in regulation? Is Mr. Behrend willing 
to say that he expects this regulation to be just as g o o d without 
the distributed winding? Regulation is one of the most im
portant things in the design of large transmission plants, and it 
cannot possibly be overlooked. 

B. A. Behrend: In answering Mr. Murray's question, I should 
like to state the facts. Comparing with one another, a generator 
having one slot per pole per phase, a generator having t w o slots 
per pole per phase, a generator having three slots per pole per 
phase, a generator ha\ mg five or six slots per pole per phase—all 
cases with which I am thoroughly familiar through m y own 
personal experience in designing some million or more kilowatts 
of such generators—I must state that I have been unable to 
notice, in spite of most carefully carried on experiments, any 
appreciable difference in the regulation of these machines. There 
ought to be, and there probably is, a slight difference in the 
regulation, but it is t oo slight to be established with certainty. 
The ai mature reaction is less in the generator having few slots, 
while the self-induction caused b y local fields in the armature 
winding is greater. Thus, the theory of armature reaction shows 
that be low saturation there is no difference in the regulation, 
while at high saturation there is a slight difference in favor of 
the machine having many slots. W e have a number of genera
tors and synchronous motors operating in parallel with different 
numbers of slots per pole per phase, and certainly no difficulty 
has ever been experienced on that score. 

W. S. Murray: I understand that it is not entirely a question 
of self-induction—it is the result of the two . Does Mr. Behrend 
feel that his remark—that his conclusion—is applicable to very 
large units and also generators wound for single-phase trans
mission? That is that 20,000-volt generators will give as g o o d 
regulation as distributed-wound generators? 

B. A. Behrend: T o answer Mr. Murray's question I would 
say that the regulation is practically the same in both cases, 
understanding b y regulation the voltage drop between no load 
and full load. I have had no experience with single-phase 
railway work, but I should say that it will be necessary to avail 
oneself of all possible advantages b y designing a generator so 
as to give as nearly a sine curve as possible, so as to make it as 
easy as possible for the single-phase motors. Advantage should be 
taken of everything to make it easier for the single-phase motors . 

W. S. Murray: Does the remark of 4 % regulation apply? 
B. A. Behrend: There should, of course, be g o o d regulation 

in a single-phase railway plant on account of the large wattless 
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currents. But this regulation depends rather on other factors, 
as the reluctance of the magnetic circuit, the amount of excita
tion, than on the number of slots per pole per phase. 

Ralph D . Mershon: I hope that Mr. Behrend later on will 
give us some cost and efficiency figures for such generators as 
compared with lower voltage generators combined with trans
formers, as I believe he has such figures at hand. 

I was rather surprised to hear Mr. Skinner lay so much stress 
upon the question of lightning protection. From what I know 
of his attitude relating to choke-coils, I should have expected him 
to assume that enough choke-coils would be used in series with 
the generators to p io tec t them. Contrary to Mr. Stott 's ex
perience, I have known of several cases where generators having 
step-up transformers between them and the line were damaged 
by reason of lightning discharges. I have known such trouble 
to occur without any apparent damage to the transformer. In 
such cases the static discharge which damaged the generator 
was probably induced in the low-voltage circuit of the trans
formers b y the electrostatic inductive action between the wind
ings of the transformers. In some cases, however, there m a y 
have been a break down between the high- and low-voltage 
windings of the transformers which breakdown repaired itself 
by reason of the healing action of the transfoimer oil. I think 
there is, unquestionably, a place for the high-voltage generator, 
and this paper of Mr. Behrend 7 s is very t imely. I have listened 
to it with a very great deal of interest indeed, and will receive 
with even more interest the cost and efficiency figures previously 
mentioned which I understand he will give us later on. 

F. G. Baum (by let ter) : I take except ion to the statement 
that hydraulic units of or above 7,500 kw. are not to be con
sidered of importance at present. Several installations are under 
way for hydraulic units of 7,500 and 10,000 kw., and b y putting 
a turbine on each end of the generator shaft, there m a y be pro
duced units as large as 15,000 kw., or even 20,000 kw. 

The disadvantages of winding for a high voltage are: 
1. Increased losses. 
2. Increased cost. 
3. Decreased capacity. 
4. Increased danger and risk of breakdown. 
The advantage is that reduced space is required, as no trans

formers are necessary. 
In some localities the question would be answered b y the cost 

of space, but, eliminating the space-factor, it does not seem 
advisable to wind for 22,000 volts. A t some point it is folly 
to increase the voltage on generators. I am inclined to the opin
ion that this folly point is reached in most cases before 22,000 
volts is attained. 

Ernst J. Berg (by letter) : I quite agree with Mr. Behrend 
that large turbo-generators lend themselves best to very high 
voltage windings. A t the same time it may be of interest to 
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know that one manufacturing company has built 18,000-volt 
alternators directly connected to slow-speed engines. 

The transmission line voltage has, in m y opinion, a bearing 
on the best generator voltage, since with one of the high-poten
tial lines grounded in a delta system, high static stresses are 
induced in the generator windings. These do indeed occur 
even in a grounded star system when power is conveyed over 
t w o of the lines and the ground used as a third conductor . 

Therefore, it is evident that it is not well to make the generator 
voltage t oo low in reference to the line voltage. My judgment 
would be that it ought to be not less than one-sixth or one-
fourth of the line voltage, corresponding to 16,000-25,000 volts 
in a 100,000-volt transmission system. Judging from the 
amount of insulation required in transformers, the limit would 
seem to lie somewhere between 20,000 to 25,000 volts, provided 
alternators of reasonable wave shapes are demanded. 

W . J. Foster (by letter): The question of practicability in
volves construction cost and efficiency. It m a y be said that the 
question of construction is wholly one of insulation. Is it possible 
to allow the space necessary for the insulation and so to apply it 
as to insure against breakdowns? This m a y be answered in 
the affirmative, with the qualification that large slots are always 
possible where the pole-pitch is large. Hence, there are certain 
sizes of generators that are well adapted for such high poten
tials. It is probable that the simplest way of putting this matter 
above a certain minimum size is to make the output per pole 
the criterion, since this eliminates to some extent the considera
tion of periodicity. It is probable that almost any generator 
with a capacity of 1000 kw., or more, whose output per pole is 
at least 100 kw., can be advantageously wound for 22,000 volts . 
All steam-turbine generatois up to 60 cycles belong in this class. 
There is another type of generator that is admirably adapted to 
22,000 vol ts ; namely, the large engine-driven fly-wheel type . Such 
generators have a large pole pitch, and, consequently, make it 
possible to select the number of slots that permit of the necessary 
r o o m for insulation between winding and core. They also make 
the high-potential machine desirable b y reason of the fact that a 
large percentage of their cost is due t o the mechanical parts. 
Hence the additional cost of the high-potential machine is 
generally less than the cost of step-up transformers. It is fre
quently much less. Furthermore, the efficiency of such a gener
ator is much higher than the combined efficiency of the low-
potential generator with step-up transformers. 

The synchronous moto r in motor-generator sets and frequency-
changer sets in sizes of 1000 kw. or more, m a y often most ad
vantageously be wound for 20,000 volts . The majori ty of these 
are for l ow frequency, such as 25 cycles, and for use in sub-stations 
to drive direct-current generators or alternating-current 60-
cycle generators. Winding for 20,000 volts will frequently 
simplify the sub-station b y eliminating step-down transformers, 
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at the same time it will invariably increase the efficiency of the 
transformation. 

I wish briefly to describe some 5000-kw., 50-cycle, 100-rev. per 
min. engine-driven, fly-wheel type generators that have been 
constructed to operate at approximately 20,000 volts, three-
phase. The ampere rating of these generators corresponds to a 
normal potential of 18,000 volts, but the specifications require 
them to be capable of operating at a max imum of 22,000 volts . 
Three of these generators are being installed in the plant of the 
Pacific Light and Power Co. , Los Angeles, California. 

Floor space required 31 ft b y 6 ft. 9 in. 
Diameter of stator 28.5 ft. 
Diameter of rotor 25 ft. 
Radius of gyration 8.8 ft. 
Weight of rotor 186,000 lb . 
Weight of stator 162,000 " 
Weight of accessories 12,000 " 
Total weight 360,000 " 

The armature coils have s tood a high-potential test of 40,000 
volts for one minute. 

The commercial efficiency is as fol lows: 

1.25 load 9 6 . 5 % 
Full load 9 6 . 2 % 
0.75 " 9 5 . 2 % 
0.50 " 9 3 . 5 % 
0.25 " 8 8 . 0 % 

The class of generators which will undoubtedly make the 
best showing in the matter of cost to the customer is the large 
fly-wheel type of low periodicity, such, for instance, as a 25-
cycle, 5000 kw., 75 rev. per min. Such a generator wound for 
22,000 volts, will not cost the customer more than 1 5 % above 
the cost of the generator wound for the most advantageous 
potential with step-up transformers. Step-up transformers 
will cost about 3 0 % of that of. the generator. Hence there is a 
saving in the initial cost of the apparatus alone of from 10 to 1 5 % . 
To this should be added the saving in the station due to the 
elimination of space for transformers. Along with this saving 
in the initial cost there will accrue to the consumer a continual 
revenue due to the better efficiency. This will amount to at 
least 1% at full load and 1.5% at one-half load. Many large 
water-wheel driven generators might well be wound for 22,000 
volts where it is desirable to use that potential on the trans
mission lines. It would be an interesting study to work out 
the cost and efficiency of such generators for transmitting 
Niagara power to Buffalo in comparison with the use of gener
ators with step-up transfoimers, as at present. Theie is no doubt 
in my mind but that a most decided gain would be shown. The 
3750-kw. generators on the American side and the 7500-kw. 
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on the Canadian side are ideal machines for 22,000 volts, by 
reason of their large capacities and the relations that exist be
tween capacity and the number of poles. 

In conclusion, after several years' experience in designing, I 
am confident that 22,000-volt generators properly selected in the 
matter of their ratings, offer less difficulties in design and con
struction than numerous 6,600-volt generators n o w in operation. 

R . S. Kelsch (by letter): In June, 1905, the writer endeavored 
to purchase 25,000-volt, 3750-kw. generators for a hydroelectric 
development to consist of five 3750-kw. generators for an 18-
mile transmission. Several large companies manufacturing 
this class of electrical apparatus were asked if they would con
struct such machines. One company replied that they did not 
think it feasible; the other companies thought it feasible but were 
not prepared to supply machines of this voltage at that t ime. 

The plant referred to is n o w operating, using 3750-kw. gener
ators, step-up transformers, etc. In preparing plans for this 
installation, and while considering 25,000-volt generators, the 
following points, for and against the use of such generators, 
received consideration: 

Extra cost. Generators; potential transformers; current trans
formers, etc. 

Saving. Saving of step-up transformers, building for trans
formers, generator cables, entire low-voltage bus-bar system, 
switches, etc., the water- and oil-pump system, insurance on 
transformers and building, interest, and depreciation. 

Disadvantages. The 25,000-volt generators would be exposed 
to line strains, lightning, etc. In case of lightning entering the 
station, liability of greater damage and serious interruption to 
service, which might be overcome b y extraordinary insulation 
on generators, and 25,000-volt bus-bar constructed to have had 
capacity to dissipate abnormal strains. 

There is also the disadvantage that with such generators the 
multiplicity of voltages sometimes required for the high-ten
sion systems could not be obtained as readily as with the step-
up transformers. 

Advantages. Advantages obtained b y using the 25,000-volt 
generators are; better regulation, simplicity of station wiring, 
reduced fixed charges, reduced danger from fire due to the absence 
of oil-cooled transformers. 

In Montreal there is one hydroelectric plant containing eight 
750-kw., 4400-5000-volt generators, working direct on the 
transmission lines. In nine years' service there has no t been 
one case of trouble on the high-tension windings of the gener
ators, due to lightning or other abnormal strains. A n d this 
plant has yet t o record the first injury to an employee or any 
other person from these 5,000-volt machines. 

When this plant was installed, the specifications for these 
generators called for the insulation t o be such as successfully to 
withstand a 25,000-volt alternating-current breakdown test. 
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The writer believes that a plant containing a large number of 
25,000-volt generators can be successfully and safely operated. 

L. Schiiler (by let ter): There is no doubt that alternators 
can be wound for pressures over 20,000 volts . As early as 1895 
I assisted in the design of a 30-kw. 27,000-volt machine, which 
was built b y the Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellschaft, Berlin. 
It worked satisfactorily. The coils were embedded in troughs 
of micanite, and the machine was made for the purpose of show
ing that the possibilities of this new (at that t ime) material. 

Another question is, whether it is advantageous to use such 
machines in connection with long transmission lines; this I 
think is not the case. Mr. Behrend is quite right to advocate 
the carrying of spare coils, but it should be well understood 
that it takes at least a couple of hours to replace coils of an al
ternator, while practically no time is required to switch in a 
spare transformer. Even if no spare transformer is available, 
in case of a breakdown it will very often be possible to carry the 
load on the other transformers while the broken down one is 
being repaired. The overload capacity of alternators, and es
pecially prime-movers, is usually not sufficient to do this. 

As Mr. Behrend says himself, there would not be much saving 
in costs b y the adoption of such extra high tension generators, 
I think it would be rather unwise for supply companies to use 
and for manufacturing companies t o sell them. 

Farley Osgood (by let ter) : Without question the operating 
dangers in a high-voltage machine are greater than in a machine 
of moderate voltage. The greatest object ion the writer has to 
a machine wound for such a voltage is the uncertainty of pro
tecting it f rom outside disturbances such as grounded or short-
circuited lines, lightning discharges, etc. Wi th step-up trans
formers, a defence-wall for the generating units is maintained, 
and the protection afforded is in m y opinion worth the additional 
cost. 

No doubt vsuch a generator can be built and will run satis
factorily, but I think that the discussion would finally resolve 
itself more into one of practical operation rather than electrical 
or mechanical possibility. As an extreme case, Mr. Behrend 
cites as possible a 20,000-volt machine as small as 150 kw. 
capacity; such a machine would of course .be built for experi
mental purposes only, as there is hardly any power problem 
which would require such an unusual piece of apparatus. 

It seems to me that a machine wound for 20,000 volts to be 
used directly on the power system should receive consideration 
only where units of enormous capaci ty are required and where 
the transmission distance is very short. 

H. F. Parshall (by let ter): The practicability of winding gener
ators for 22,000 volts would depend largely on the size of the ma
chine. In the case of the proposed installation for the London 
County Council, where 12,000 to 15,000 kw. turbo-generating sets 
are in contemplation, the matter was the subject of most careful 
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consideration, the result of which was that 15,000-volt gener
ators were considered practicable and that they would be more 
satisfactory in practice than low-voltage generators with step-up 
transformers. Voltages higher than 15,000 were considered, 
both in the generating and transmission systems, the transmission 
system in this case being underground and thereby being subject 
to different considerations from an overground transmission 
system, and it was found that to transmit the same energy, 
having regard for all of the conditions, there would be no ad
vantage in the transmission system is a voltage higher than 
15,000; in fact, the max imum advantage occurred at that point. 

I make particular mention of this in that the installation has 
been designed to distribute 250,000 kw. over perhaps the widest 
area that is likely to be encountered in municipal supply. This 
being, therefore, practically the limit of this class of installation, 
it would appear there is a natural division between voltages for 
generation in what may be termed a municipal system and in 
what may be termed a long-distance transmission system, the 
limiting commercial voltage for a municipal system placed 
underground being approximately 15,000 volts, whereas in the 
long-distance transmission, if overhead, three or four times this 
becomes commercial. At this higher voltage, direct generation 
is out of the question. It would appear, therefore, the particular 
answer would be that in practically every case generators of 
laige size can be wound to meet the requirements of economical 
transmission in the largest type of municipal plant, but that in 
the case of long-distance transmission, step-up transformers in 
the generating station become a necessity. 

A. Henry Pikler: The chief object in winding a generator 
for high voltages is to use it directly in connection with the trans
mission line and to do away with the step-up transformer, if 
this in combinat ion with the generator is found more expensive 
than the high-voltage generator alone. 

I assume that 22,000 volts was selected in connection with 
this paper, because it was thought that this is about the limit 
for which generators can be wound in the present state of the 
art. Since, however, there is a large range of transmission 
voltages still above 22,000—in such cases transformers must be 
used anyhow—I should more explicit ly formulate the question 
like this: Is it practicable to operate transmission lines from 
20,000 to 25,000 volts directly b y generators wound for such 
voltages ? 

What is meant b y practicable? B y this term I understand 
collectively the following elements in question: 1. Whether or 
not the apparatus can be built at all for such a vol tage. 2. 
Whether or not it is economical to the manufacturer to build it 
for such a voltage in preference to other solutions. 3. Whether 
or not such a generator is reliable in the service; that is, economi
cal from the standpoint of the power-plant man. 

The very fact that there is some discussion over the practi-
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cability of 22,000-volt generators, may readily convey the im
pression that winding generators, even large generators, for 
22,000 volts, is a great feat. Generally speaking it is not. It 
is not the art of insulating that is at fault in this problem. It 
is not that materials cannot be found good enough or that we 
do not know how to do the insulating, in order t o have the 
generators stand the voltage in service. 

The author introducing this subject for discussion illustrates 
very well with his 150 kilo volt-ampere, 22,000-volt generator, 
operating for months night and day without a break, that this 
is not the case. Though it is true that the quality of insulating 
materials has undergone rapid progress during the last four or 
five years, yet I know of machines wound for 20,000 volts that 
were installed seven years ago. These machines are not very 
large. They are horizontal turbine-driven, 150-rev. per min., 
15-cycle, 1000-kw. machines. They can operate at 30,000 volts 
for half an hour without injury and they are operating satisfac
torily. 

I know of another plant installed about a year ago with 4000-
kilovolt-ampere turbine-driven generators wound for 40,000 
volts, and they are working satisfactorily. T o wind and insulate 
a generator for 20,000 volts is, then, not out of the question. 

The most essential thing needed for winding a generator for 
high voltages is space, big slots where there is space for the slot 
insulation, for insulation between adjacent turns or layers, and 
space on the ends to prevent creeping or breakdown between the 
ends of coils. 

Big slots, however, mean an uneven distribution of magnetic 
flux, strongly developed higher harmonics, an electromotive 
force wave-form deviating from the sine wave, a higher excita
tion. It would be very interesting to know the electromotive 
force wave-foim of the 150 kilovolt-ampere 22,000-volt machine, 
of which other characteristic curves are shown to advantage in 
the paper. 

This wave-form is a very important matter, the manufacturer 
should consider it just as much as he does the possibility of a 
satisfactory insulation or the cost of a machine. There is no 
doubt but that even a 2000 kilovolt-ampere 300-rev. per min., 
20,000-volt machine can be produced at a lower cost than can a 
combination of a 2300-volt machine and three 700-kilovolt-
ampere step-up transformers. Besides, it would greatly sim
plify the power plant and lessen the responsibilities of the station 
men. It is doubtful, however, whether such a generator would 
be as good in every other respect, especially in wave form, as 
the 2300-volt generator. Besides, selling a generator and trans
former, too , means greater profit to the manufacturer. 

As to the reliability. A generator if protected b y lightning-
arresters, choke-coils, or even static-interrupters against ab
normal rises in voltage is, to m y mind, a safer and simpler pro
position than a combinat ion of a generator and transformer; 
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on the other hand, if a breakdown occurs—in one case the 
transformer breaks and in the other the generator—there is no 
doubt but that it will take more time to repair the generator 
than to cut out the injured transformer and run the other t w o on 
open delta, or to repair the transformer, or to cut in a spare 
transformer. 

Which solution is the most economical to the customer is 
almost solely dependent upon local conditions. For instance, 
in steel works or ore-smelting works where large blast-furnaces 
are electrically operated and where in case of a breakdown 
costly furnaces and valuable ore are affected, it will pay to 
carry in reserve even a complete generating outfit. 

As the practicability in winding alternators for high voltages 
depends chiefly upon their geometrical dimensions, I cannot 
accept such a general conclusion as arrived at b y the author of 
the paper. If he had in mind a steam turbine, he is about right, 
but I am of the opinion that lower generating capacities can be 
wound and used to advantage for 22,000 volts . 

Bertrand P. R o w e : From the standpoint of the man who has 
to provide for the switching devices, the proposal to wind alter
nating-current generators for higher voltages than are common ly 
used at present seems to be a step in the right direction. As 
the size of unit increases, and the amount of energy to be in
terrupted becomes greater, it becomes more and more of a p rob
lem to build oil-switches that will open the circuits from the bus
bars, because the lower voltages n o w employed introduce 
currents of large capacity. 

The problem of breaking circuits at high voltage has been 
successfully solved as far as pressure is concerned. It is a 
simple matter to open a circuit for any generator voltage that is 
likely to be determined upon. But if this circuit must carry a 
large ampere capacity, the problem becomes more difficult; and 
the higher the generating voltage becomes the simpler will be 
the problem. 

Oil circuit-breakers have been built to open circuits carrying 
2000 amperes normally at 13,000 volts pressure, and there have 
been cases where engineers have asked for circuit-breakers to 
open 3000-ampere circuits at 13,000 volts pressure. Here we 
are getting to the point in oil-switch design where it is doubtful 
engineering at best to build the switch and be ready to guarantee 
its successful operation. 

If it were only the generator capaci ty that must be taken into 
consideration, it would be some time before arriving at a point 
where the switch must break any extraordinary current with 
present generator voltages. But the fact is that the use of l ow 
voltages on the bus-bars means heavy capacities in the junct ion 
and tie-in switches, and on circuits feeding large capaci ty trans
former banks. The latter must often be automatic, and when 
opening on heavy overloads in a station with enormous capacities 
on the bus-bars, the result may be imagined. As the entire 
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operation of a plant m a y depend on the success or failure of such 
switches, connected as they are to the bus-bars-, the importance 
of this phase of the situation is obvious. 

The problems involved on account of higher generating voltages 
in the other switchboard apparatus and the wiring of the station 
are not worth mentioning. The only appreciable difference will 
be that the higher potential will have to be provided for in the 
cables between the machines and switchboaids. It is really a 
installation problem that has already been solved. 

Comparing the cost of switchboard apparatus and conductors , 
everything is in favor of the higher voltage. It m a y cost a little 
more for insulated cables, but the oil circuit-breakers, bus-bars, 
series transformers, and other accessories will be smallei in 
capacity and much cheapei . It often happens that switchboard 
apparatus for a 13,000-volt plant with a given ampere capacity 
can be used without change for a plant of the same capacity 
at 22,000 volts, for the reason that the manufacturers have one 
class of apparatus foi both purposes. 

Summing up the whole situation, the use of higher generator 
voltages will simplify the problem in the switchboard equip
ment, and undoubtedly reduce the cost, besides involving nothing 
that has not been well developed and in successful operation. 

A. B. Reynders (by let ter): High voltages are independent 
of the prime move r ; that is, the insulation on a 22,000-volt 
generator would be practically the same whether driven b y hy
draulic turbine, gas engine, reciprocating steam engine, or steam 
turbine. 

As stated b y the author, increase of voltage means increase of 
conductors. Increase of conductors means increase of insula
tion; hence, the higher the voltage the greater percentage of 
slot space occupied b y the insulation. This, from a mechanical 
point of view, is inefficient. In the case of the 11,000-volt 
generator, cited b y the author, it is probable that 5 0 % of the 
space in the slot was taken up b y the insulation, the remaining 
50% being copper. Increasing this voltage to 22,000 volts and 
the capacity to 15,000 kw. will cause the insulation to be doubled; 
or, in other words, the space occupied b y the insulation will 
be 70% of the total slot space. 

When it comes to the insulation on the ends, the distance which 
the bare parts of the coils will have to project will be about 
double that required for 11,000 volts . This means that the 
coils will be extremely weak mechanically, owing to their 
length. This assumption is based on the fact that peripheral 
speeds cannot be increased much over the present uses; hence 
the increased induction must be obtained b y lengthening the iron. 

The increase in insulation has another very bad feature besides 
occupying valuable space; namely, it is a non-conductor of heat. 
All heat generated in the copper must be transmitted to the 
surrounding cooling medium through the insulation. Under 
the action of heat all insulation of a fibrous nature tends to 
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deteriorate. Mica and asbestos are exceptions, but these are 
grave objections to their use unless combined with some fibrous 
material, such as tape. This deterioration of insulation is 
reduced b y decreasing the heat generated, to accomplish which 
necessitates an increase in the size of copper. This again tends 
to decrease the efficiency per pound of gross weight. 

As admitted b y the author, a 22,000-volt generator is less 
reliable than one of 11,000 volts . That this is a grave weakness 
is endorsed b y his statements regarding spare parts. He recom
mends practically an extra machine to provide against break
downs. The only advantage which can be claimed is in sim
plicity of the power station b y avoiding use of transformers. 

Guido Semenza (by let ter): Mr. Behrend rightly points out 
that the reason for using high-tension generators is to limit 
their current capacity, as the distribution and conduction of 
large currents from the generators t o the switchboards is cum
bersome and expensive. I would add, that up to a certain 
po in t switching with high pressure is preferable to switching 
with very heavy current. 

In his comparison the author refers very likely to central 
stations having such a switchboard scheme that the low-tension 
generator currents are collected on a set of bus-bars to which 
the low-tension circuits of the transformers are connected, and, 
as far as such scheme is considered, I quite agree with him in 
his conculsions. But there is an intermediate solution between 
this and the use of high-tension generators which is employed 
in some European plants. Low-tension generators are used, 
and each generator is connected to a set of transformers, with 
circuit-breakei s; there are no switches, no fuses, nor instru
ments being used in this low-tension connect ion. 

The generator and its transformers are considered as a high-
tension generating unit, and all the switchboard is on the high-
tension side of the transformers. Such a solution permits of 
all the advantages of low-tension generators, confines the high-
tension in an apparatus much more fit to withstand it, and at 
the same time reduces the current capaci ty in the switchboards. 

It has only one apparent drawback; that is, that a fault in 
a transformer will also put a generator out of service; but if 
the use of low-tension will have the effect of reducing the num
ber of accidents in the generator, then there will still be an 
advantage, as the repairing of generator coils requires much 
more time than the time required t o replace a faulty trans
former with a spare one. 

Philip Torchio (by let ter) : Referring to Mr. Behrend's 
question as to what part the ohmic resistance plays in the par
allel operation of synchronous apparatus on long transmission 
lines, I wish to call the attention of the parties interested in 
this subject to a paper contributed b y Mr. G. Semenza to the 
Milan section of the Associazione Elettrotecnica Italiana, at their 
meeting of December 4, 1903. 
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The paper describes two series of tests: one upon two direct-
current synchronous motor-generator sets, operated inverted 
from a large storage-battery and with the alternating-current 
machines connected through an adjustable resistance. The 
other series of tests was made on a synchronous motor fed from 
the main bus-bars of a large generating station through an ad
justable rheostat. In bo th cases the load and power-factor 
and reactance and ohmic resistance of circuits were adjusted 
for different values so as to obtain curves showing the behavior 
of these machines. Pumping phenomena would appear in all 
instances under certain conditions of load, power-factor, and 
ohmic resistance of the circuit. The pumping had a frequency 
of from eighty to one hundred and twenty vibrations per minute, 
and beyond certain values the amplitude of the oscillation was 
so large that the machines were thrown out of step. 

Mr. Semenza's analysis of the results gives lucid portrayals 
of the function of resistance and reactance in a circuit upon the 
parallel operation of synchronous motors , and possibly might 
be abstracted for the minutes of the Institute, or at least at
tention called to this contribution to the subject for the in
formation of those who m a y care to look up the subject. 

John Pearson (by let ter) : I agree that there are advantages 
in winding large alternators for 22,000 volts, especially when 
this is the potential required for distribution. As Mr. Behrend 
says, steam turbines will probably soon be built for 10,000 to 
25,000 kilowatts. These large steam units will naturally be 
used in large cities where the distance of transmission is rela
tively short. Hydraulic turbines in the near future will pos
sibly range in capacity, as at present, from 1,000 to 3,500 
kilowatts. These turbines will, on the average, be used at a 
distance from the market or center of distribution, where the 
distance of transmission will be relatively long. 

I believe it practicable t o wind 22,000-volt alternators for 
use with large steam turbines where the distance of transmission 
is short. In this case, power stations using # 22,000-volt alter
nators will need no step-up transformers, resulting, of course, 
in higher efficiency. The danger of generator coils being punc
tured directly b y lightning will be small, as the average turbo
generator will be transmitting its power through underground 
cables. 

The transmitting voltage of the future water-power station 
is likely to be from 60,000 to 100,000 volts, and one would not 
favor using, a 20,000-volt alternator where the transmitting 
potential was 60,000 or 100,000 volts, as transformers for raising 
the potential would also have to be used. Where step-up trans
formers have to be used, I believe it practicable to use gener
ators wound for 2,200 volts, as there is very little danger of 
the generator coils giving way at this voltage. 

A generator wound for 22,000 volts can, as far as insulation 
is concerned, be compared to an air-blast transformer. I know 
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b y experience that the oil-insulated transformer will stand 
m o i e severe static strains than the air-blast transformer. Con
sequently, a 2 0 , 0 0 0 - v o l t generator cannot be expected to stand 
up under severe static strains any better than can the air-blast 
transformer, on account of not having the benefit of oil for 
insulation. Oil simply for insulation is not all, as the oil fills 
all intermediate space between and around the coils and thereby 
keeps the dirt away from the coils, which is one good point. 

Mr. Behrend states that the insulation of coils against ground 
is easier to obtain than against one another, and that the ques
tion of insulating the coils from one another is particularly 
difficult in turbo-geneiators on account of the crammed condi
tions of the winding space. F rom the above it is seen that no 
more insulation can be used than what is absolutely necessary; 
but it is comparatively easy to bring out leads and use cylinders 
and air-gaps, as shown in T R A N S A C T I O N S A . I. E . E . , 1904 , 

Vol . 2 3 , p . 5 7 0 . Also T R A N S A C T I O N S A. I. E . E , , 1 9 0 5 , Vol . 24, 

pages 9 6 0 - 9 6 2 - 9 7 8 . 
I know b y experience that when using spark-gaps across 

each coil, less insulation can be used, as abnormal strains are 
equalized over the whole winding. I do not consider it hard 
to insulate a generator for 2 2 , 0 0 0 volts under normal condi
tions, but such generators must stand up under abnormal 
static conditions as well. 

It seems wise, therefore, to use spark-gaps across coils, the 
winding connected in star and the star and core grounded. 
B y this arrangement the generator becomes t o a certain extent 
a condenser, having capacity between coils; between coils and 
the frame, between coils and the ground, this capacity becomes 
more noticeable when any static strain can reach all parts of 
the winding at once, than if it only piled up on the fiist coil 
nearest the transmission line. 


